
INTRODUCTION
When the world agreed to the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) in 2015, they came with an enormous price 
tag. It quickly became clear that meeting the ambitious 
SDG targets would require a shift in aid strategy. Aid it-
self could not fill finance gaps. A larger share of the bil-
lions of dollars in official development assistance would 
have to be used to catalyze trillions in new financing, no-
tably from private sources.

The “billions to trillions” vision rested on the assumption 
that an abundance of commercially viable SDG-related 
investments would be ready and waiting for profitable 
private investment. This vision naturally trained the 
spotlight on development finance institutions (DFIs), 
both multilateral and bilateral, as the necessary inter-
mediaries, whose mission is to clear away the market 
failures that stand between the projects and private in-

vestors. Market failures in this context could mean pri-
vate sector misperceptions of risk-adjusted returns. Or, 
more likely, they could be real risks that DFIs could help 
share but also mitigate through support for innovations 
in business models or technologies, closing information 
and skill gaps, building market infrastructure, and de-
veloping local capital markets. 

Reality looks very different. Especially in low-income 
countries, DFIs find it hard to develop projects that will 
pass their own credit and investment committees. De-
spite their broad toolkits, DFIs struggle like their com-
mercial counterparts to overcome market failures. In 
fact, the DFI view of risk, tolerance for risk, and risk 
management approaches are not greatly different from 
those of commercial investors. And both seek market 
risk-adjusted returns—understandable given the inter-
ests of DFI shareholders in maintaining profitability and 
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SUMMARY
When the world adopted the SDGs, policymakers knew that aid alone would never meet the financing needs. They 
embraced the “billions to trillions” vision, believing that an abundance of commercially viable SDG-related invest-
ments was ready and waiting for trillions in profitable private investment—if only development finance institutions 
(DFIs) and others could clear away the obstacles that stand between the investments and private investors. Reality 
looks different. Finding bankable projects, especially in low-income countries, is hard for commercial investors and 
hard for DFIs, essentially for the same reasons. The DFI view of risk, tolerance for risk, risk management approach-
es, and goals for risk-adjusted returns are not greatly different from those of commercial institutions. 

The result is a critical gap in the architecture for development finance. Grantmakers fund non-financially sustain-
able but high-development-impact activities. And commercial impact investors, including DFIs, seek market re-
turns along with impact. We need a new public-private actor in between, one that has a very different risk tolerance 
and financial objective, and an emphasis first and foremost on development impact. We propose the Stretch Fund to 
partner with DFIs in ways that stretch their range of investments, spectrum of clients, scope of investible markets, 
and scale and mobilization of finance.
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institutional ratings. But these same shareholders criti-
cize DFIs for meager results in development impact and 
mobilizing private investment.

Stakeholders are calling on DFIs to play a much larger 
role in SDG finance. But they are also asking a more fun-
damental question: Given widespread aspirations for 
more development impact from publicly funded DFIs, 
should DFIs target the same risk-adjusted commercial 
returns as private banks and investors? 

One answer to that question could be fundamental 
changes in DFI financial models to redefine their finan-
cial performance goals. Instead, we propose an approach 
that adds an off-balance sheet partner to help DFIs boost 
their impact while effectively managing increased risk. 

THE MISSING PIECE
We would argue that DFI intermediation and mobili-
zation are not working effectively or at sufficient scale 
because a critical piece is missing from the architecture 
for development finance, which affects both public and 
private actors. At present, there are grant makers (pub-
lic and private) that fund non-financially sustainable 
activities with high development impact, and there are 
impact investors (public and private) that mostly seek 
risk-adjusted market returns along with impact. But 
there is a gap in between. What is missing are inves-
tors that target investments at scale with sub-market 
risk-adjusted returns and high development impact. 
(Mission-related investments by philanthropic inves-
tors are still very small in volume.)

This gap in financial actors is reflected in three per-
sistent gaps in capital markets that neither DFIs nor pri-
vate investors typically fill:

1. early stage finance for firms and infrastructure;

2. the highest risk project tranches (referred to as the 
top of the capital stack); and

3. local currency products and services.

Early stage finance for firms is needed after funding 

from friends, family, and/or angel investors, when the 
firm has a revenue track record and may be at or ap-
proaching the break-even point, and external growth 
capital is essential to move towards sustainable prof-
itability. This is a universal problem for young firms, 
not a sectoral problem. The gap affects small and me-
dium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in general, but it is per-
haps especially binding for women-owned firms and for 
first-mover firms (those introducing new technologies 
or business models, including inclusive or green mod-
els) where there are large uncertainties on both the de-
mand and the supply side. For infrastructure, finance is 
needed in the preoperational construction stage, before 
revenue streams begin and risks are concentrated. For 
SMEs engaged in infrastructure, such as off-grid energy 
and water solutions, the gaps are compounded.

Financing high-risk tranches requires a set of subordi-
nated tools that DFIs now deploy very sparingly—guar-
antees, various forms of equity, and junior debt. Loans, 
especially senior loans, still dominate the operations of 
multilateral DFIs. For 2017, loans accounted for an av-
erage of 85 percent of the annual commitments of the 
five major multilateral DFIs (the African Development 
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development, IDB Invest, and 
the International Finance Corporation). Equity (mostly 
later stage equity) averaged 8 percent, and guarantees 
9 percent.1 

Regarding the third gap, the local currency share of  
DFI operations remains very small, as do investments  
in local corporate bonds and hedging and insurance 
products.

A NEW PUBLIC-PRIVATE ACTOR
Filling these gaps requires an entity capable of taking 
on more risk and deploying a different mix of tools for 
managing these risks. Its overriding role would be to 
stretch the capital of existing DFIs in two ways: (1) ex-
panding the spectrum of investments in which DFIs can 
participate; and (2) taking on high-risk tranches to open 
up more DFI investment opportunities. Hence, our pro-
posed name: the “Stretch Fund.”

1 Lee, N. and Sami, A., “Still Lending (Mostly) After All These Years,” 
Center for Global Development, Blog, February 2019, www.cgdev.org/
blog/still-lending-mostly-after-all-these-years.

Stakeholders are calling on DFIs to  
play a much larger role in SDG finance.

http://www.cgdev.org/blog/still-lending-mostly-after-all-these-years
http://www.cgdev.org/blog/still-lending-mostly-after-all-these-years
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What would the Stretch Fund look like? As described be-
low, it would look very different from existing DFIs and 
their donor trust fund partners.

Focus on gaps. The Stretch Fund’s investment strategy 
would target the capital market gaps described above—
not countries, regions, or sectors. As capital market devel-
opment tends to increase with country income levels, it 
follows that low-income and lower-middle-income coun-
tries would be the principal investment destinations.

Range of financial instruments. In contrast to the dom-
inance of senior lending in existing DFI portfolios, the 
Stretch Fund would deploy mostly subordinated prod-
ucts: equity (including early stage equity and quasi- 
equity), guarantees and first loss protection, and subor-
dinated debt, including in local currency.

Human capital. Stretch Fund investment officers and 
managers would specialize in deploying these instru-
ments, which require different skills than standard se-
nior lending in dollars or euros. The differences in skills 
and in portfolio management objectives, in fact, are a 
principal reason that DFIs find it so difficult to shift sig-
nificantly away from their existing instrument mix.

Deal origination. Most of the investment origination 
would come from DFIs interested in partnering with 
the Stretch Fund in order to access its risk-tolerant cap-
ital. That would allow the Stretch Fund to capitalize on 
the reach and on-the-ground presence of existing DFIs 
in building deal flow. This partnership approach with 
multiple DFIs (bilateral and multilateral) and with proj-
ect development funds would be essential to keep the 
Stretch Fund’s overhead manageable. DFIs could com-
pete for access to the Stretch Fund to promote a race to 
the top in investment impact. Or high-impact invest-
ments at scale proposed collectively by multiple DFIs 
could receive preferential access. 

But, unlike most donor trust and guarantee funds, the 
Stretch Fund would also have the mandate to originate a 
limited number of projects on the riskier, more innova-
tive end of the spectrum. This is important for reaching 
investees that DFIs would normally not touch and for 
expanding the boundaries of market-making impact. 
Rather than operating solely as passive project takers, 
staff would be encouraged and empowered to develop 
some emblematic investments with exceptional impact 
and demonstration effects. 

Financial goal. The Stretch Fund would be financially 
sustainable. It would preserve capital at the portfolio 
level, cover its administrative costs, and not require reg-
ular replenishments. Its risk-adjusted returns at the 
portfolio level would be below-market or zero. Any re-
turns would be retained and added to capital for ex-
panding operations.

Mobilization. To play a meaningful role in mobilizing pri-
vate finance for development, growth, and the SDGs, the 
Stretch Fund would catalyze multiple dollars of finance 
from other investors for every dollar it commits. It would 
invest by targeting an unfunded risk tranche or catalyt-
ic part of the capital stack, rather than as a stand-alone 
investor. The aim would be to mobilize both private in-
vestment and investment from DFIs. The composition of 
private versus DFI co-investment would vary based on 
country and transaction risk, as well as impact. 

Permanent capital vehicle. The Stretch Fund would be a 
permanent capital vehicle with capital contributions in 
the form of equity. This would enable the fund to play 
the patient investor role that is so often missing and so 
critical to unlocking commercial finance.

Public-private fund. The Stretch Fund would be a pooled 
investment vehicle, serving as a platform for aggregating 
capital. It would combine capital from public and pri-
vate investors that are like-minded in prioritizing devel-
opment impact over returns, such as governments and 
risk-tolerant philanthropic and foundation investors. 
The combination would be mutually beneficial. Gov-
ernments bring experience and emphasis on account-
ability; transparency; and environmental, social, and 
governance standards. Private actors bring strengths 
in innovation, market adaptation, and efficiency. All 
shareholders in the fund would participate in gover-
nance commensurate with their equity share.

Impact. The emphasis on enhanced development impact 
requires the Stretch Fund to have a strong results mea-
surement framework and equally strong reporting sys-
tem. Consistent with the investment strategy and ratio-
nale, results measurement would need to assess impact in 
making and building markets, as well as impact on specif-

The Stretch Fund would look very different  
from existing DFIs and their donor trust  
fund partners.
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ic beneficiaries (individuals, firms, and farms). It would 
make sense for the Stretch Fund to adopt an existing best 
practice measurement framework, such as the IFC’s An-
ticipated Impact Measurement and Monitoring system 
(AIMM),2 rather than expend the time and resources nec-
essary to invent its own framework from scratch.

CHALLENGES AND RISKS
The Stretch Fund differs in significant ways from exist-
ing structures, and there are undeniable uncertainties 
in assessing its chances for success. Among the most im-
portant is financial sustainability: Can a structure with 
such an investment strategy preserve its capital at the 
portfolio level? The analysis below directly addresses 
that question using the track records of the closest com-
parators we could find and erring on the side of conser-
vative assumptions with respect to risk and returns.

Equally important, but often neglected, is the question 
of human capital and institutional culture. The Stretch 
Fund’s core would be centered around subordinated 
products. And it would have the advantage of building 
this focus and skill base into its institutional DNA, rath-
er than as an add-on to an institution dominated by a se-
nior lending culture. Staff performance incentives would 
be aligned with the impact mission and a tolerance for a 
portfolio that includes financial underperformers. Fos-
tering the proper culture, recruiting staff with unique 
skillsets, and aligning incentives not widely present in the 
current landscape would present significant challenges.

One other major risk is donor fatigue and skepticism re-
garding new entities. This fatigue comes despite donor 
interest in using their aid resources more catalytically. 
Raising capital for the Stretch Fund would not be easy. 
And creating an entirely new fund or institution would 
be a heavy lift in the current donor environment.

The good news is that the amount of capital needed 
for this purpose would be relatively small. The Stretch 
Fund’s purpose is to be as catalytic as possible—focusing 
not on maximizing the volume of its own commitments 

2 www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_cor-
porate_site/development+impact/areas+of+work/sa_aimm

but rather on maximizing space for others to invest. The 
position it would occupy in the capital stack would limit 
the volume of capital needed. The analysis below pro-
poses a size large enough for efficiency and global scope, 
but small with respect to the individual capital contribu-
tions needed from shareholders.

It would be desirable to build on an existing fund that is 
most similar in terms of strategy and attributes to create 
the Stretch Fund. This would give this effort a head start 
in human capital, a project pipeline, shareholder confi-
dence, and leadership.

STRETCH FUND SIZE, STRUCTURE, AND 
INSTRUMENTS
To help us shape the specifics of the financial structure 
and attributes of the Stretch Fund, we looked at compa-
rable investment vehicles designed for development pur-
poses, interviewed professionals managing funds with 
similar characteristics, and assessed the scale necessary 
to achieve the Stretch Fund’s envisioned impact. Based on 
the evidence provided from comparable vehicles, as well 
as the distinctive features that we wanted to build into 
the Stretch Fund, we constructed a financial model that 
allowed us to test a variety of parameter settings with re-
spect to size, instrument mix, investment terms, capital 
structure, and so on to design a fund that would combine 
financial sustainability with high risk tolerance and high 
development impact. (In cases where we were provided 
the relevant data on a confidential basis, we have not re-
vealed the identities of the comparable vehicles.)

Size of the Stretch Fund and its Investments
The Stretch Fund would be a pooled investment vehicle. 
Such vehicles are generally defined as funds or facilities 
in which public and/or private investors interested in 
development impact, and sometimes commercial inves-
tors, pool their capital into a collective investment entity. 

There are a considerable number of pooled investment 
vehicles currently operating. Their advantages for achiev-
ing scale and sharing risk give them growing appeal as 
mechanisms for development finance, as highlighted in 
separate reports by the World Economic Forum in 20163 

3 “Insights from Blended Finance Investment Vehicles & Facilities,” 
OECD and World Economic Forum, January 2016, www3.weforum.org/
docs/WEF_Blended_Finance_Insights_Investments_Vehicles_Facili-
ties_report_2016.pdf

Can a structure with such an investment 
strategy preserve its capital at the portfolio 
level?

http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/development+impact/areas+of+work/sa_aimm
http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/development+impact/areas+of+work/sa_aimm
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Blended_Finance_Insights_Investments_Vehicles_Facilities_report_2016.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Blended_Finance_Insights_Investments_Vehicles_Facilities_report_2016.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Blended_Finance_Insights_Investments_Vehicles_Facilities_report_2016.pdf
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and Convergence in 2018.4 The Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD) published a flag-
ship book5 on blended finance in 2018, which reported on 
the results of a survey conducted in partnership with the 
Association of bilateral European Development Finance 
Institutions of facilities and funds created since 2000. 
In this context, the OECD defines “facilities” as vehicles 
comprised only of concessional capital (public and pri-
vate) designed to blend with commercial finance as part 
of the investment process; it defines “funds” as a blend 
of donor and commercial finance in the vehicle itself. In 
aggregate, the survey found the average pooled vehicle 
managed $400 million in assets. Considering just facili-
ties, the pooling mechanism more closely aligned to the 
Stretch Fund, the average size increased to $471 million. 

Discussions with professionals at individual funds most 
similar in function and scope to the Stretch Fund pro-
vided another valuable window into determining the 
right vehicle size. Interviews indicated $100 million is 
the absolute minimum viable amount for a vehicle of 
this nature when considering the various factors related 
to financial sustainability, efficiency, and cost per dol-
lar invested. An initial size of $200 million was regarded 
as still conservative, but consistent with the investment 
pipeline expected by one comparable fund currently in 
the process of fundraising. The initial capital could be 
augmented by successive capital infusions as the Stretch 
Fund develops a track record.

Investment size and expected deal flow are an important 
consideration given the distinct features and purpose of 
the Stretch Fund. The transaction sizes of investment tar-
gets are intentionally smaller than many private inves-
tors, DFIs, and multilateral development banks (MDBs) 
would even consider. The Stretch Fund would fill a critical 
financing gap in smaller, higher-risk investment propo-
sitions that can have an amplified development impact. 
Therefore, the Stretch Fund would focus on transac-
tions under $10 million, with a substantial share of ac-
tivity involving deals in the $2 to $4 million range. 

Deal flow would be relatively heavy compared to vehi-
cles of a similar size. Assuming an average deal size of $3 

4 “The State of Blended Finance,” Convergence, 2018, www.conver-
gence.finance/resource/7LEqTu0YeceaQugSWaSKSk/view

5 “Making Blended Finance Work for the Sustainable Development 
Goals,” OECD, January 2018, www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/
making-blended-finance-work-for-the-sustainable-development-
goals_9789264288768-en

million, it is envisioned that staff would execute 24 new 
deals per year on average, and the Stretch Fund would 
manage a portfolio of approximately 167 active invest-
ments and guarantees once it has reached its capacity. 
This would likely lead to higher administrative and man-
agement costs than similarly sized facilities. Interviews 
with fund managers suggest that a vehicle of this na-
ture would incur an overhead rate of approximately 
2.5 to 3.0 percent of assets under management. Our 
model conservatively assumes overhead costs will be 
above this range at 3.5 percent, considering the poten-
tial for higher transaction costs related to the Stretch 
Fund’s investment goals.

Combining all these factors leads us to propose a fund 
on the larger side, aligned with the average pooled facil-
ity size reported by the OECD. This would help achieve 
a global and diversified distribution of assets (especial-
ly important in managing high levels of risk), enable a 
broader array of products in the investment mix, and 
achieve an investment capacity large enough to co- 
invest with the gamut of DFIs and MDBs globally. 

Further, it is important to be realistic about the willing-
ness of donors to provide ongoing infusions of conces-
sional finance. A higher initial fundraising effort would 
avoid the need to obtain a second capital infusion soon 
after the first.

Accordingly, we propose that the targeted size of the 
Stretch Fund be about $500 million, with capital infu-
sions of varying sizes from perhaps 10 donor govern-
ments and philanthropic organizations.

Instrument Mix
The Stretch Fund would provide a range of subordinated 
investment instruments necessary to accommodate the 
diverse product needs of its investees. These would in-
clude equity, quasi-equity, subordinated debt, subordi-
nated loans and loans in high-risk contexts, and guaran-
tees. Further, it would not be limited to US dollar and euro 
investments: a sizeable portion of its investments and 
guarantees would be made in local currency. The associ-
ated terms and conditions (i.e., pricing) and instrument 
mix of the portfolio would be managed to yield sufficient 
returns to offset losses and cover overhead, promote firm 
growth and graduation from dependence on subsidies, 
crowd in commercial capital, and preserve its capital.

http://www.convergence.finance/resource/7LEqTu0YeceaQugSWaSKSk/view
http://www.convergence.finance/resource/7LEqTu0YeceaQugSWaSKSk/view
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/making-blended-finance-work-for-the-sustainable-development-goals_9789264288768-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/making-blended-finance-work-for-the-sustainable-development-goals_9789264288768-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/development/making-blended-finance-work-for-the-sustainable-development-goals_9789264288768-en
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The envisioned instrument mix is based on financial 
modeling as well as interviews with practitioners who 
work principally in debt, equity, and guarantees in the 
size, currency mix, and risk categories targeted by the 
Stretch Fund. Their strong development mandate meant 
they were taking outsized risk for the level of income 
they expected in return. In general, we found debt had 
the best risk-adjusted financial performance followed 
by guarantees and then equity.

Equity

Market data from developed markets show that equity 
investors are compensated with higher average returns 
for the increased risks they face. However, the study of 
comparable funds with a development focus indicated 
equity does not have a strong record when evaluating 
risk adjusted returns alone. The research found that ear-
ly stage equity investments in many developing markets 
are slow to unwind and often yield inferior annualized 
financial returns when compared to debt. For example, 
one of the funds studied with over two decades of expe-
rience recovered $0.89 for every $1 invested in equity on 
average, with an average exit of 10 years after the ini-
tial investment. Interviews of professionals at another 
fund with an equity portfolio most comparable to the 
one envisioned for the Stretch Fund achieved an average 
exit multiple of 1.6x with an average duration of eight 
years. However, once including losses incurred by equity 
deals failing to unwind and changes in exchange rates, 
the multiple dropped to 1.3x. From a return perspec-
tive, this amounted to a 3.3 percent compound annual 
growth rate. DFIs pursuing later stage equity invest-
ments do better, earning more than twice that amount 
on average.6  

Equity investments would mostly be in the form of in-
vestments in early stage or high-impact funds, rather 
than in individual companies, as the Stretch Fund would 
not have the on-the-ground presence needed for indi-
vidual company due diligence. The Stretch Fund would 
not make grants, but it would provide, where warranted, 

6 “Comparative Study of Equity Investing in Development Finance In-
stitutions (DFIs),” Inter-American Development Bank, March 2017, 
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/Com-
parative-Study-of-Equity-Investing-in-Development-Finance-In-
stitutions.pdf. The study found average annual returns on equity 
of 7 to 10 percent for four DFIs (the Inter-American Investment 
Corporation; the International Finance Corporation; the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development; and FMO, the Dutch 
development bank).

more concessional forms of equity similar to reimburs-
able grants, recovering in some cases only a portion of 
its initial investment when exiting. This portion of equi-
ty investments would dampen the overall performance 
of equity investments in the portfolio. As a result, our 
model conservatively assumes that the equity multi-
ple would be moderately lower than the most compa-
rable fund and significantly lower than DFIs, amount-
ing to a 1.1x exit multiple with an average exit of eight 
years earning 1.2 percent per annum on average.

Debt

The research clearly indicates that debt has the highest 
net returns per unit of investment in this context. This 
is true despite the fact that the funds analyzed deployed 
subordinated debt, lent to entities DFIs would generally 
reject as not creditworthy, and did some of their lending 
in local currency. Furthermore, debt provides a predict-
able and steady income stream important to the sustain-
ability of the Stretch Fund, as well as a critical capital 
source for many firms and projects. 

Interestingly, funds comparable to the Stretch Fund 
showed lending results that were positive despite the 
high risk. Average returns earned from their portfolios 
ranged from around 6.5 to 12 percent—in all cases below 
the prevailing local rates for loans or bonds for these 
risk categories. The average loss rates for the portfoli-
os ranged from 5 to 10 percent, which included losses 
related to depreciation of the local currency portion of 
the portfolio relative to the US dollar, the British pound, 
or the euro. The average maturities for the portfolios 
ranged from four to five years yielding a relatively strong 
return for the fund managers when compared to the 
concessional nature of the rates and the risk associated 
with the investments. 

Our model incorporates the experience of practitioners 
when determining the average yield, loss rate, and ma-
turity of the debt portfolio. Ultimately, we took a rel-
atively conservative approach, assuming an average 
yield of 9 percent and a 10 percent loss rate to account 
for the concessional nature of the Stretch Fund, risk 
profile of its investments, and high proportion of lo-
cal currency investments. We assumed a slightly high-
er average maturity of six years, reflecting the Stretch 
Fund’s goal of offering more patient debt capital than 
the comparators we studied. 

https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/Comparative-Study-of-Equity-Investing-in-Development-Finance-Institutions.pdf
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/Comparative-Study-of-Equity-Investing-in-Development-Finance-Institutions.pdf
https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/Comparative-Study-of-Equity-Investing-in-Development-Finance-Institutions.pdf
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Guarantees

Several appealing attributes make guarantees an essen-
tial part of the instrument mix. Reserves are held at a 
fraction of the guaranteed amount while premiums are 
based on the total amount guaranteed. Further, reserves 
can be invested in highly rated liquid securities, yielding 
additional income. Most importantly, guarantees have a 
strong track record of being an effective mobilizer of pri-
vate capital.

Several guarantee programs were studied to determine 
the portfolio allocation to guarantees and model its in-
vestment returns. The Development Credit Authority 
(DCA) at the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID) proved to be the most instructive given its high 
level of transparency related to size, pricing, annual loss 
rates, and reserves. Its typical guarantee had an average 
size of $9 million and maturity of seven years. The prima-
ry product is a 50 percent portfolio guarantee whereby 
any principal losses that qualified under the terms of the 
guarantee would be shared equally with the local banks 
or investors. On average, the agency set aside 8 percent 
of the guaranteed amount to be utilized in the event of 
claims by any active guaranteed transaction. The profes-
sionals at DCA described it as a product with a 24.3 to 1 
mobilization ratio—for every dollar it allocates, it mobi-
lizes $24.30. Fees are assessed at two levels: origination 
and utilization. The origination fee is a one-time cost at 
closing ranging from 1 to 2 percent of the total guaranteed 
amount. The utilization fee is an annual premium ranging 
from 1 to 2 percent assessed on the guarantee amount be-
ing utilized. DCA reports an historical cumulative default 
rate of 2.94 percent. Its more recent performance shows 
it paid claims totaling close to $6 million in 2018 and $8 
million in 2019 compared to active guarantees of approx-
imately $300 million. This is equivalent to an annual loss 
rate of 2 percent in 2018 and 2.67 percent in 2019 on the 
active portfolio. Overall, DCA breaks even; however, this 
is largely due to concessional pricing and an inability to 
earn income from reserves it sets aside.

SIDA, Sweden’s agency for development cooperation, 
also operates a guarantee program. We studied its recent 
portfolio review, which highlights a broad array of guar-

antee types—portfolio, balance sheet, project finance, 
and volume—covering credit or political risks often in 
partnership with other development agencies, multilat-
erals, funds, and foundations. It has paid claims of SEK 
8 million (approximately $820,000) from the beginning 
of 2015 through the end of 2018 versus SEK 7.1 billion 
(approximately $728 million) in total guarantee volume 
resulting in an overall loss rate of just 0.1 percent.7 How-
ever, more detailed information on risk tolerance, pric-
ing, and reserve practices is not publicly available. 

Another comparable guarantee program is part of the 
European Fund for Sustainable Development (EFSD). 
In July 2018 the European Union allocated €800 million 
to the EFSD for guarantees with an anticipated mobili-
zation of €8-9 billion in public and private investments 
indicating roughly a 10:1 mobilization ratio.8 The guar-
antee program run by the European Investment Fund 
employs a more varied mix of guarantees including first 
loss, second loss, and shared first loss largely targeted 
at SMEs. Coverage ranges from 34 to 81 percent of the 
principal amount and lasts from 10 to 15 years. Their 
fees are calculated relative to the risk and designed to be 
self-sustaining in aggregate. Their fee structure also has 
an up-front element and an ongoing annual amount.9 
However, figures such as average fees, losses, and re-
serve rates are not publicly available. Even if they were, 
these would prove less instructive as the guarantees are 
for European SMEs.

We assumed in our modeling, conservatively, that guar-
antees would have similar pricing, reserve requirements, 
and expected losses as DCA, given its higher level of disclo-
sure and a risk appetite more in line with the envisioned 
Stretch Fund. As a result, the model assumes 8 percent 
of the guaranteed amount would be held in reserves, 
seven-year average maturity, and 1.5 percent origina-
tion fee. Slight adjustments were made to the loss rate, 
ongoing pricing, and reserve assumptions. First, the 
annual loss rate was assumed to be 2.5 percent to reflect 
a higher risk profile. Second, the model assumes annu-
al premiums of 2.5 percent to balance expected losses 
and ensure capital preservation. Third, reserves would 

7 “Guarantee Portfolio per 31 December 2018,” SIDA, May 2019.
8 https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-4425_en.htm
9 Chatzouz, M., Gereben, À., Lang, F. and Torfs, W., “Credit Guarantee 

Schemes for SME Lending in Western Europe,” European Investment 
Fund and European Investment Bank, EIF Research & Market Analysis, 
Working Paper 2017/42, June 2017, www.eif.org/news_centre/publi-
cations/eif_wp_42.pdf

The Stretch Fund would provide a range 
of subordinated investment instruments 
necessary to accommodate the diverse 
product needs of its investees.

https://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-4425_en.htm
http://www.eif.org/news_centre/publications/eif_wp_42.pdf
http://www.eif.org/news_centre/publications/eif_wp_42.pdf
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be invested in a mix of highly rated liquid fixed income 
securities and US Treasuries yielding 3 percent on aver-
age. Finally, the allocation to guarantees was influenced 
by the fact that in a very rare event, losses could exceed re-
serves. As a result, care was taken to ensure the aggregate 
guaranteed amount would never exceed the total value of 

the Stretch Fund’s assets. 

Proposed Portfolio

In addition to the product-level assumptions described 
above, we made the following general assumptions when 
modeling and developing the product mix:

1. The capital structure of the vehicle would be en-
tirely equity without any dividend payments.

2. The portfolio mix would be periodically rebalanced 
as income is earned and losses are incurred.

3. While the Stretch Fund would be created with the 
flexibility to use a variety of products, only debt, 
equity, and guarantees were modeled.

4. The portfolio breakdown was fine-tuned to ensure 
there was adequate capacity of each product—debt, 
equity, and guarantees—to best serve the purpose 
of the Stretch Fund and that the returns were ade-
quate to cover overhead costs and buffer unexpect-
ed losses.

In the end, the confluence of research, modeling, and 
desired impact leads us to propose an instrument mix 
of roughly 55 percent in equity, 35 percent in debt, 
and 10 percent in guarantees.

Capital Structure and Portfolio Metrics
Capital preservation—not producing market-level re-
turns—would be the financial objective of the Stretch 
Fund. This entails a mindset acutely focused on devel-
opment impact balanced by the need to ensure that in-
vestment returns are sufficient to cover losses and over-
head costs. The critical benefit of this approach is that it 
empowers the investment officers of the Stretch Fund to 
fill demonstrable investment gaps in order to unlock the 
flow of commercial capital, rather than attempt to occu-
py the same space as commercial investors. But this risk 
tolerance has important implications for Stretch Fund 
capitalization.

Pooled investment vehicles have various capital struc-
tures. They can be capitalized entirely with equity or 
have a debt investment ranging from a very small pro-
portion to a vehicle almost entirely financed by debt. 
They can also employ different classes of equity and/or 
debt arranged in a subordinated fashion. 

One comparator fund uses a tranched debt structure 
made up of a non-interest bearing junior tranche fund-
ed by donors, a low-interest mezzanine tranche funded 
by foundations or impact investors who would benefit 
from some level of guarantee by a bilateral development 
agency, and a market rate senior tranche provided by a 
DFI. The benefits of this structure are clear—it expands 
the investment pool and has a very low weighted aver-
age cost of capital. Conversely, it is not as permanent as 
equity, imposes a cost of capital, and retains refinancing 
risks. 

Another possibility is a structured fund with low levels 
of debt and different classes of shares issued to equity 
investors. Both the Green Growth Fund10 and Microfi-
nance Enhancement Facility (MEF)11 employ this capi-
tal structure. For example, MEF issues notes to private 
investors who have a substantial cushion provided by 
equity investors to absorb losses. The equity has three 
classes of shares and an additional junior targeted share 
class. This structure further expands the investor pool, 
increasing the capital provided by private investors and 
DFIs as well as lessening the demands for regular debt 
payments. However, the majority of investors are ex-
pecting commercial returns, limiting the fund’s risk tol-
erance.

We have concluded an equity-only structure would be 
the most permanent in nature and allow the Stretch 
Fund to take greater risks, as well as diminish the 
stress found in debt funding models that have regu-
lar interest payments and risks associated with rolling 
over notes at maturity. The equity-only structure is also 
better aligned with the capital preservation goal of the 

10 www.ggf.lu/about-green-for-growth-fund
11 www.mef-fund.com/publications.php

Capital preservation, not producing 
market-level re turns, would be the financial 
objective of the Stretch Fund.

http://www.ggf.lu/about-green-for-growth-fund
http://www.mef-fund.com/publications.php
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Stretch Fund given that portfolio losses would be replen-
ished more quickly by returns generated by the portfolio 
than in a predominately debt structure. This would fur-
ther enhance the Stretch Fund’s ability to make a great-
er share of equity and quasi-equity investments than it 
would in a different capital structure. 

Moreover, the Stretch Fund could avoid a hasty rush to 
invest capital given that it would not have the need to 
generate early returns to meet semi-annual interest 
payments. This would allow staff to be patient to choose 
the most appropriate investments with maximum mo-
bilization effect and perform more thoughtful due dil-
igence. It further allows fund managers to take a long 
view on investments and weather periodic losses with-
out the fear of defaulting on a debt payment or requiring 
cash reserves (excluding guarantee reserves) as a buffer. 
Good examples of this type of arrangement include fa-
cilities established by the Netherlands and managed by 
its development bank FMO such as MASSIFF12 and Build-
ing Prospects13 (formerly known as the Infrastructure 
Development Fund or IDF).

The primary drawback to an all-equity, no-dividend 
structure is its limited appeal to investors that want some 
revenue stream. But our sense is that, for the potential in-
vestors to be targeted, revenue streams are less important 
than development impact, mobilization performance, 
and avoidance of frequent requests for more capital.

The Stretch Fund would be designed to be as transparent 
as possible, communicating its impact at the core of its 
reporting. As a result, using accepted DFI methodolo-
gies, the Stretch Fund would report on:

1. impact on investee beneficiaries;

2. positive spillover effects on markets and on other 
actors;

3. transaction/deal-level direct mobilization. This 
measure would separate mobilization by investor 
type, financial product, and whether the addition-
al funds were provided in local or foreign currency.

4. long-term mobilization. The Stretch Fund would 
track future financing to measure the catalytic ef-
fect of its foundational investments. 

12 https://massif.fmo.nl
13 www.fmo.nl/building-prospects

The financial performance of the Stretch Fund and its 
portfolio of investments would also be measured and 
published ensuring that:

1. income and losses are adequately balanced to fund 
overhead costs each year;

2. capital preservation is maintained each year with 
gains being treated as capital infusions and signif-
icant losses in value requiring adjustments in risk 
appetite to realign new investment;

3. portfolio mix is properly allocated to maximize im-
pact; the instrument mix would be evaluated every 
three years to assess consistency with Stretch Fund 
objectives; and

4. sufficient shareholder capital is invested in high-
ly rated liquid fixed income securities and invest-
ment funds properly aligned with the risks associ-
ated with active guarantees.

Each of the measures would be assessed and measured 
by the management team of the Stretch Fund and audit-
ed by an independent body. 

The Stretch Fund would maintain a web portal and post 
annual results on financial performance, portfolio size, 
investment activity, and impact.

Mobilization Goals
Measuring mobilization is difficult given the multivari-
able uncontrolled setting of development finance and 
the challenge in determining the extent to which public 
funds actually catalyzed the flow of private finance that 
would not otherwise have happened. Further, it is diffi-
cult to tell if finance was simply redirected from other 
important sectors, creating a financing gap or higher 
costs as a result. 

Data in recent studies indicate only limited success at 
mobilizing private finance or attracting institutional 
investors. A study by Convergence in 201814 identified 
over $100 billion in blended finance transactions from 
2005 through mid-2018 and found only 11 percent of 
the total derived from commercial banks, asset manag-
ers, and insurance companies. Another 2018 report by 

14 Convergence, “The State of Blended Finance 2018”

https://massif.fmo.nl
http://www.fmo.nl/building-prospects
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the Blended Finance Taskforce15 found that MDB private 
sector operations were only able to muster a 1.5:1 mobi-
lization ratio (private to public) with examples of DFIs 
ranging from 0.6:1 to 2.6:1. Moreover, a 2019 report by 
the Overseas Development Institute (ODI)16 showed that 
every $1 of MDB and DFI resources invested mobilized 
private finance of just $0.37 in low-income countries, 
$1.06 in lower-middle-income countries, and $0.65 in 
upper-middle-income countries. It also found blended 
finance concentrated in middle-income countries in in-
frastructure, banking, and financial services, and very 
little going to social sectors such as health, education, 
and social protection. 

It would be hard to make the case to donors for funding 
this new entity unless the Stretch Fund does a better 
job mobilizing private finance. Yet, the transaction and 
other costs of riskier investments tend to drive down 
mobilization ratios. Fortunately, by focusing on subor-
dinated, catalytic instruments like equity and guaran-
tees, higher mobilization is built into the Stretch Fund 
model.

In order to find a realistic benchmark for improving 
on current DFI performance, we interviewed pro-
fessionals at a fund making debt and equity invest-
ments with similar risk characteristics in developing 
countries with mobilization as one of its core goals. 
On average, its portfolio of debt and equity averaged 
a 4:1 mobilization ratio without a significant differ-
ence between debt and equity instruments. 

As noted earlier, guarantees have a much higher mo-
bilization effect. Research on guarantees indicated a 
mobilization ratio ranging from 10:1 to 24.3:1. The 
Private Infrastructure Development Group (PIDG) 
provides a useful, broadly comparable datapoint. 
PIDG’s 2017 annual review17 reported it achieved a 
17:1 ratio of private sector funding to public invest-
ment, largely from guarantees. 

Ultimately, we assumed the Stretch Fund would 

15 “Better Finance Better World,” Blended Finance Taskforce, 2018, www.
blendedfinance.earth/better-finance-better-world

16 Attridge, S. and Engen, L., “Blended Finance in the Poorest 
Countries: The Need for a Better Approach,” ODI, April 2019, www.
odi.org/publications/11303-blended-finance-poorest-coun-
tries-need-better-approach

17 www.pidg.org/ar2017/downloads/

likely achieve a similar 4:1 mobilization ratio for 
debt and equity as the comparable fund and a 15:1 
mobilization ratio for guarantees, reflecting a more 
conservative expectation than some of the compara-
tors we found in our research. Applying the expect-
ed portfolio mix, it is anticipated that the Stretch 
Fund would achieve a 5:1 mobilization ratio—far 
exceeding the current results achieved by DFIs 
and MDBs, yet grounded in the experience of en-
tities with comparable development aims and in-
strument mixes.

BEYOND BUSINESS AS USUAL

It has now been four years since the world adopted 
the Sustainable Development Goals and the Addis 
Ababa Action Agenda. The vision of “billions to tril-
lions” is not materializing. It is time to ask ourselves if 
more of the same will change this finance trajectory. 

The Stretch Fund would help stretch the 
range of investments, the spectrum of clients, 
the scope of markets, and the scale of finance 
provided by DFIs.

While the proposed Stretch Fund would be just one 
mechanism among many needed to achieve the 
SDGs, it presents an opportunity to change the dy-
namics of low mobilization and limited development 
impacts that constrain the contribution of DFIs. 
Its investments would help bridge very real gaps 
that block the flow of private finance. It would help 
stretch the range of investments, the spectrum of 
clients, the scope of markets, and the scale of finance 
provided by DFIs. Rather than focusing only on peri-
odic capital increases for existing DFIs, shareholders 
should consider putting some of their capital into 
this new approach. Private foundations and other 
philanthropic investors interested in shaping a new 
vehicle for much greater scale and impact than they 
can achieve individually should do the same.

http://www.blendedfinance.earth/better-finance-better-world
http://www.blendedfinance.earth/better-finance-better-world
http://www.odi.org/publications/11303-blended-finance-poorest-countries-need-better-approach
http://www.odi.org/publications/11303-blended-finance-poorest-countries-need-better-approach
http://www.odi.org/publications/11303-blended-finance-poorest-countries-need-better-approach
http://www.pidg.org/ar2017/downloads/
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APPENDIX 1. FINANCIAL MODEL ASSUMPTIONS: RETURNS AND LOSSES
The following is a summary of the assumptions made regarding the anticipated returns and losses expected from each 
of the products. It applies these assumptions to calculate annual returns, overhead costs, and a loss buffer, as well as the 
anticipated mobilization effect of the Stretch Fund.

Stretch Fund Product Mix and Projected Results

Portfolio Mix (%)

Equity 55%

Debt 35%

Guarantee 10%

Capital Infusion $500,000,000

Net Average Annual Income

Equity $3,295,882

Debt $12,833,333

Guarantee $2,839,286

Total $18,968,501

Annual Costs

Overhead ($17,500,000)

Portfolio Gain $1,468,501

Retained Earnings/  
Loss Buffer

0.3%

Mobilization Estimates

Debt and Equity $1,800,000,000

Guarantees $750,000,000

Mobilization Factor 5.1 to 1

Stretch Fund Product Mix Assumptions

Equity

Average Exit Multiple (net FX changes and 
losses)

1.1

Average Exit Year 8

Compound Annual Growth Rate 1.2%

Debt

Interest (net FX changes) 9%

Loss Rate (net FX changes) 10%

Average Maturity (years) 6

Guarantee

Reserve Rate 8%

One-time Origination fee 1.5%

Annual Premium 2.5%

Annual Claims as % of Active Guarantees 2.5%

Average Maturity (years) 7

Return on Reserves 3%

Mobilization Ratios

Debt and Equity 4

Guarantees 15

General

Stretch Fund Management Cost 3.5%
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APPENDIX 2. EXAMPLE OF THE KIND OF 
INVESTMENT THAT THE STRETCH FUND 
WOULD MAKE
Microfinance Growth Fund: An investment that excelled 
in mobilization and impact

In 2009, in the wake of the global financial crisis, micro-
finance institutions (MFIs) around Latin America had 
seen their sources of finance dry up. These MFIs were 
not, by and large, deposit-taking institutions. Their 
model was to borrow or receive grants from local and 
international funders to finance on-lending to their cli-
ents. And those funds had shrunk dramatically, as other 
capital flows collapsed.

At the Summit of the Americas that year, there was clear 
recognition that a regionwide, large-scale, sustained 
initiative was urgently needed. But financing MFIs, es-
pecially across the region, was a risky proposition.

Under the leadership of the US administration, such an 
initiative, bringing together public and private partners, 
was created. The seven-year Microfinance Growth Fund 
(MiGroF) was launched to provide stable senior and sub-
ordinated loans to MFIs and microfinance investment 
vehicles in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

The key to assembling this partnership was building a 
capital structure with enough equity to give comfort to 
debt providers that loans to risky MFIs would be repaid. 
The Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF, now the IDB 
Lab) stepped forward with a $10 million equity contri-
bution to MiGroF. That $10 million, in turn, permitted 
IDB Invest, another part of the Inter-American Develop-

ment Bank, to add $5 million more in equity, which then 
made it possible for many other funders to offer debt to 
MiGroF: OPIC, Accion International, the Development 
Bank of Latin America, the Norwegian Microfinance Ini-
tiative, FMO, Developpement International Desjardins, 
and Citibanamex. 

In total, MiGroF, managed by BlueOrchard, disbursed 
more than $300 million in loans to MFIs, including 
small and medium-sized institutions. It issued loans in 
both dollars and local currencies and financed 43 MFIs 
across 13 countries. Those loans were then on-lent to 
over 400,000 micro-entrepreneurs—mostly rural and 
female clients. Large-scale development impact was 
coupled with good financial returns to MiGroF lenders 
and investors.

MiGroF shows what is possible when a first mover 
funder is prepared to take high levels of risk for substan-
tial development impact. The $10 million in MIF equity 
paved the way for a partnership that generated 30 times 
that investment in lending to institutions that serve the 
bottom of the pyramid. Realistically, none of the other 
DFIs involved had the risk tolerance to make that initial 
investment. It required a purpose-built funder like the 
MIF whose donors are willing to accept below-market 
risk-adjusted returns, though, in this case, they ulti-
mately did not have to. 

The Center for Global Development is grateful 
for contributions from the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation in support of this work. 
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